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designs to live by: 2016  trend resolutions

Jon Agg & Adam Watson, founders and operators of Pristine Property Maintenance Limited 
explain why there is no such thing as an “easy winter” when it comes to property maintenance

Thinking of buying or selling a Property? Leslie Brafield, Re/Max Hall of Fame 2008 member & 
Accredited Senior Agent, educates us on the not-so-obvious expenses of Real Estate

A new year often sets the stage for a fresh start! Here’s the top ten list of 
design trends for the coming year from Anita Wiklém of Wiklém Design inc.

an easy winter? a fallacy in the world of the landscaper

the math of buying & selling



Designs to Live By:2016 Trend Resolutions
A new year often sets the stage for a fresh start.  Here’s the top ten list of design trends for the
coming year from Anita Wiklém of Wiklém Design inc.
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Shed a new light

turn a negative Space 
into a poSitive

combat the clutter

create a backdrop

anchor a table

take Shape

Hang an oversized pendant light over a table. It adds 
whimsical flair and performs as a head turning sculpture or 
work of art. 

The space around an object is just as important as the object 
itself. Allow for breathing room with important accessories to 
ensure they are given their due.

We have all heard that “less is more”. Does an object bring 
joy or evoke a special memory? If not, it may be time to 
donate it to make room for… well, nothing!

Design your space with neutral off-white, off-cream and off-
charcoal hues. Then add unique elements that make the space 
yours alone such as cultural accents, family history or something 
from your heritage. Items can be switched or rearranged easily. 

Sometimes it is a challenge to find the perfect table centerpiece 
with a large enough proportion. Create grandeur with 10 to 15 
of the same item, in different shapes and sizes, in the same colour 
for the middle of the table. Not only is the whole effect greater 
than the sum of the parts, but you have versatility on a budget.

The style, design and shape of furniture has become more 
important than the pattern itself.  The focus is more on the texture 
and silhouette of things. Try resin seating with wooden legs or 
iconic sculptural pieces from the 50s or 60s. 

7 embrace the colour of the year
The Pantone colours of the year are Rose Quartz and Serenity which have transcended into fashion 
and design. Whether used boldly or subtly as an accent, the latest colours will ensure your space lends 
a very current feel. 

Add panache by weaving splashes of unexpected colour to accessories. 
Featured here, Rose Quartz area rug and Serenity glass platter, 
Pantone 2016 colours of the year. Feature room designed by Wiklém 
Design inc. for One 6 Nine Jones, a new development in Leslieville from 
builder Lifestyle Custom Homes.



8 Shine on
Brass and gilded finishes are strong for everything from 
fixtures to frames while chrome continues to reign supreme 
in kitchens and baths. 

For more living examples of these trends in action visit 
wiklemdesign.com

AnitA WikLém 
started Wiklém  Design inc. in 1993, which has grown from a one-woman operation with a select group 
of clients to a full service interior design firm. From her start in Norway, where she was creating floor 
plans to scale before she could read, to an award winning Interior Designer, Anita is the creative force 
that drives Wiklém Design. Widely featured on television design programs as well as in numerous 
magazines and books, Anita works closely with her clients, earning an enviable reputation for her 
creative vision and ability to breathe new life into stale spaces.

A Place for Mom is the nation’s largest senior living referral information service.
We do not own, operate, endorse or recommend any senior living community.

We are paid by partner communities, so our services are completely free to families.

Finding Senior Housing can be 
complex, but it doesn’t have to be.

“You can trust 
A Place for Mom 
to help you.”
– Joan Lunden

Call A Place for Mom. Our Advisors 

are trusted, local experts who can help 

you understand your options. Since 

2000, we’ve helped over one million 

families fi nd senior living solutions 

that meet their unique needs.

A Free Service for Families.

Call: (800) 783-6738

10 update your Space
Change things up on a budget by switching cushions, bowls, 
vases, frames, throws and accessories. Instantly infuse the 
latest trends of colour, texture and style while you transform 
your space.

9 take a cue from 
mother nature
The most current materials are raw, rich and natural and 
are used to celebrate the natural substance of the materials. 
Rough-hewn metals and contrasting woods like black 
walnut add dimension and modernity to any space. 

$750 OFF when you mention this ad.
Call Today 
Toll-Free 1-800-246-9807

Presenting the all new Safe Step Walk-In Tub 
featuring MicroSoothe. It oxygenates, softens and 

exfoliates skin, turning your bath into a spa-like experience.

Safety Never 
Felt So Good.TM




